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ROSS ADVANCED REPORTING
The Ross ERP Advanced Reporting tool streamlines financial reporting and gives
customers a competitive edge through increased performance and visibility.

WHAT IF YOU COULD...
• Create financial reports as easily as you create a standard
spreadsheet?
• Effortlessly drill down to the GL details of the source
transaction?

EMPOWERING COMPANIES

Ross Advanced Reporting is an industry-leading solution for

enterprise report writing and drill-down analysis and provides
quick access to the necessary data you need to make critical
business decisions. It empowers you to better understand how
your company is doing, why you are on/off track and what the
best course of action is going forward. This easy-to-use software
allows you to quickly create financial reports with an Excel-like

• Access real-time data from your Ross ERP?

look and feel that you are familiar with.
Through the following key features, Ross Advanced Reporting will

More functional than a simple GL report writer, Ross Advanced
Reporting is a comprehensive, yet easy-to-use reporting solution

improve your company’s long-term performance by giving you the
ability to find answers to vital business questions:

for organizations that need quick and easy access to the necessary

Pre-integration

financial data to make critical business decisions.

Ross Advanced Reporting comes with real-time integration to
your Ross ERP database, so you can immediately begin creating

WHAT IS ADVANCED
REPORTING?

Advanced Reporting enables you to easily create financial reports
based on financial data within Ross ERP. It allows for easy drilldown to source transaction data, building of reporting hierarchies
and filters based on your GL structure, and generating reports for
any period of time. Users can easily create graphs and dashboards,
perform multi-company consolidation activities, and schedule and
distribute reports.

reports without requiring a detailed knowledge of your underlying
database layout.
Drill-down capability
Ross Advanced Reporting allows you to access information with
just a click of your mouse; no special programming required.
Imagine the power of being able to analyze any number you
see on a report just by clicking on it and see details regarding its
source.
Familiar report environment
With Excel-like templates, Ross Advanced Reporting has the look
and feel of a standard spreadsheet, but completely eliminates the
common pitfalls that spreadsheets inherently create with its direct
connection to your database.
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View KPIs
Create dashboards with graphs, charts, gauges, and reports using
simple point-and-click procedures. Also, group a series of reports

REPORT WRITING MADE
EASY

in a single report packet that makes critical performance indicators

Creating custom financial reports has never been easier, thanks

accessible.

to the spreadsheet look and feel of the Ross Advanced Reporting
solution. Drag and drop dashboards that can be adapted to

Schedule reports to run and be distributed automatically

your personal preferences provide full visibility and ease of use,

With Ross Advanced Reporting’s scheduling server, reports will be

enabling you to drill down to GL transactions. Customizable

automatically produced on pre-determined schedules, published

filter trees let you slice and dice financial data, and the real-time

in HTML, PDF, or spreadsheet formats, and distributed to team

connection to your database ensures accuracy of the requested

members.

data.
Ross Advanced Reporting allows for the import of existing
spreadsheets, facilitating an extensive data analysis and making
your consolidation process more comprehensive and more
efficient. Beyond that, the Advanced Reporting Scheduler
adds convenience by automatically running and electronically
distributing reports on pre-determined schedules.

WITH ROSS ADVANCED
REPORTING, YOU CAN…
• Create reports quickly
• Report on real-time data
• Provide end users with drill-down enabled reports
• Create dashboards to monitor the performance of the
company
• Highlight variances and enable users to get quick answers to
their questions and make smarter decisions
• Consolidate and analyze data between multiple companies
• Improve Period End close process
• Eliminate manual update of Excel spreadsheets
• Improve business efficiencies and visibility to financial data

About Aptean: Aptean is a leading provider of industry-focused mission critical enterprise software solutions. We build and
acquire solutions to support the evolving operational needs of our customers. Our solutions help nearly 5,000 organizations
stay at the forefront of their industries by satisfying their customers and continuing to operate more efficiently.
Aptean is where software WORKS. For more information, visit www.aptean.com.
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